Parkway™ & Parkway Lite™
Benching and Open Plan Office

three-h.com
Design

Recessed Center Leg
Center support designed to reduce number of legs on large table configurations leaving options open for seating arrangements, capacity and lateral movement. Each recess leg has dual-cable access to floor.
Power/Data
Proprietary designed, brushed aluminum, easy access, stay-open surface lids. Fully equipped power/data or value-engineered open-trough options. Two duplex power access + 4X data per table side. High capacity, low profile, encased undersurface cable trays.

Uninterrupted Linear Design
Full-length surface power/data access.

Dividers Options
Double bevel edge safety glass or 35 standard laminate colors or fabric panel options in 2 heights.

Freestanding Privacy Screens
Multiple widths and heights, available in laminate, glass & fabric.

Monitors
Tables can receive monitor arms.

Standard Edges
Knife edge, 1mm, 3mm (wood & standard edge).
PARKWAY LITE

With the same features and components of Parkway but with simple pass-through power/data trough.

Right:
Single sided Parkway Lite bench with Rescape wall tiles.

Below:
Double sided Parkway Lite with Rescape Lite wall tiles.

Above:
Single sided Parkway Lite with Rescape Lite wall tiles and cabinetry.

Below:
Parkway Lite power/data surface opening to under-surface power/data access and troughs.

Shared 8 wire 4-2-2 power system with 2 duplex per station. Data bracket and outlets also available.
STATEMENT OF LINE
For full Statement of Line and Layouts, visit: three-h.com/parkway

Single Bench + Extension Units
48", 54", 60", 72", 78", 84" Lengths
51", 63" Parkway Depths / 49", 61" Parkway LITE Depths
(Single Station - 48", 60", 72", 84" L & 28", 34" D)

SINGLE END BRIDGE SINGLE STATION

Single Bench – Two sides with aluminum ends
End – One side with aluminum end
Bridge – No aluminum ends
With or without power

Return Tables
36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72" Lengths
18", 21", 24", 30", 36" Depths
Optional rectangular grommet

End Counters & Storage Bins
End Counters Storage Bins
15" x 1" x 51" 15" x 15" x 51"
15" x 1" x 63" 15" x 15" x 63"

Center Dividers & Mobile Privacy Screens
Center Dividers Mobile Privacy Screens
60", 72", 84" Lengths 18", 24" Lengths
7", 14" Heights 7", 14" Heights
Laminate, Glass & Fabric Laminate, Glass & Fabric

Above Surface Storage
48", 51", 60", 63", 72", 84" Lengths Mobile
18" Depths Fixed
7", 14" Heights

Parkway Mobile Ped & Monitor Arm
Sliding upholstered seat cushion

Create & Premiere Storage
For full storage line, please visit:
three-h.com/create or three-h.com/premiere
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